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Much like other centre left parties in Europe, Spain’s Socialists were dealt a 
political blow by the economic crisis. It was the PSOE that presided over the 
early years of the economic downturn for Spain and it ended up being the object 
of criticism from all sides. The party was chided by some for responding too late, 
and by others for succumbing too easily, to the austerity driven policies handed 
down from Berlin and Brussels. 
Spain’s Socialists found themselves trapped in the same dilemma as 
other centre left groups in Europe: caught between the economic orthodoxies of 
the centre right and the populist slogans of the far left. 
To Mr Sánchez, however, that bind now looks like an opportunity. What his 
party provides, he argues, is a genuine change from the “blockade and stasis” of 
the Rajoy government but without threatening the political rupture advocated 
by Podemos. 
“The Socialist party says that Spain is capable of renewing itself for the 
better . . . We stand for change but with security.” 
An economist by training, Mr Sánchez is still a fresh face in Spanish politics. He 
joined parliament only in 2009, after stints working in the European Parliament 
in Brussels and the UN in Bosnia. Tall and telegenic, he is a passionate follower 
of Estudiantes, the Madrid basketball team that he used to play for. 
 
Much of the change he is seeking will require a policy shift in the rest of the 
eurozone, and especially in Berlin, which has emphasised fiscal austerity over 
stimulus measures to confront the region’s debt crisis. 
Mr Sánchez recalled the leniency that Germany received from other EU 
members when it was struggling with the economic legacy of reunification, 
arguing that Angela Merkel, the German chancellor, should now show similar 
solidarity. “[Ms] Merkel should understand that we need fiscal stimulus to 
improve the capacity to consume and grow in southern European countries.” 
At the centre of Mr Sánchez’s political programme is a call to overhaul the 
constitution, with the aim of converting the country into a proper federal state. 
Spain needs a clear division of powers between the regions and the central 
government, he says, adding that a new basic law should also recognise the 
“singularities” of certain regions, such as Catalonia. 
Mr Sánchez hopes that such a shift would convince Catalans to abandon their 
quest for independence. “It is perfectly possible to resolve the crisis in Catalonia 
by way of constitutional reform. But for that we need political will. We have it. 
Sadly, Rajoy doesn’t,” Mr Sánchez says. 
Mindful of anger over political corruption, the Socialist leader also promises to 
lead a “democratic regeneration.” He wants to limit prime ministers to two 
terms in office, add to the list of rights guaranteed by the constitution and sever 
links between Spain’s political parties and other state institutions. 



“One of the biggest mistakes of the current government is that it has allowed 
many crucial institutions to be occupied by party politics,” Mr Sánchez says, 
citing the constitutional court, the central bank and the stock market regulator 
as examples. 
Despite the Socialists’ lead in the polls, Mr Sánchez faces mutterings of dissent 
inside his party. Some regard their leader as a political lightweight, and 
complain about his readiness to appear on lowbrow television shows. Mr 
Sánchez, however, insists that the party is “enjoying a degree of cohesion that it 
has not enjoyed in years”. He adds: “I feel myself very well supported”. 
 


